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Crucified Witnesses: How Congressional Expectations Changed
When Shocked Members Got a Clear Clarification on Getting
Bodies Flushing and Shipping Stopped with Mitchells Help

Desmond Rahman

Abstract—This research examines how the expectations of members of
Congress regarding the handling of bodies and body parts during the
Vietnam War changed after a shocking discovery of the mistreatment of
remains. Specifically, the study focuses on the role of Senator John Mitchell
in clarifying the protocol for the flushing and shipping of remains, and how
this clarification impacted congressional expectations. Through a qualitative
analysis of primary source material, including congressional hearings and
speeches, the study reveals that the shock of the discovery led to a heightened
level of scrutiny over the military’s handling of remains, and that Senator
Mitchell’s actions in clarifying procedures were viewed as a crucial step in
restoring confidence in the government’s handling of the issue. The study
concludes that this case highlights the importance of clear and transparent
communication between government officials and the public, particularly in
matters of national importance and public trust.
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opinion, permance, kalonji
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